PSYCHIATRY

Chemical for Mental Ills

Fight against mental disease by chemical therapy is new method showing great promise. Use of metrazol and insulin 20 years ago was the start.

A CHEMICAL to save men’s minds, as sulfa drugs and antibiotics save men’s lives, seems close. The fight against mental disease through chemicals is gaining.

A prediction that “thousands of institutionalized mental patients will be able to return to their homes, families and jobs” has been made on the basis of results so far with one promising new medicine.

This medicine is called Serpasil. (See SNL, June 13, 1953, p. 365.) It has been on trial at Modesto State Hospital in California. Out of 73 patients treated, 20 have lost all symptoms and eight have been discharged.

Dr. Robert Noce, director of that hospital’s clinical services, has stated that he believes “every type of the mentally ill can be helped, even some of the mentally retarded.”

Changes in brain wave tracings back up the doctors’ observations that the personalities of the patients are undergoing basic reorganization.

But Serpasil, derived from the snake-like root of an Indian plant and manufactured by Ciba Pharmaceutical Products Company, Inc., Summit, N. J., is only the latest development announced in the now promising chemical attack on mental sickness.

Equally good results were announced recently for another drug, chlorpromazine (see SNL, April 3, p. 213), and shortly after that a hormone treatment for mental disease was proposed on the basis of this hormone’s chemical and physiological characteristics. (See SNL, May 8, p. 294.)

The modern chemical attack on mental sickness got its start about 20 years ago when metrazol and insulin were first used. Doctors were greatly heartened then because they saw apparently hopeless patients restored to sanity, and because the treatments seemed to show mental sickness might after all be a matter of body chemistry and, therefore, susceptible to rational treatment through chemistry.

However, metrazol and insulin seemed to act through the terrific jolt, or shock, they gave the patients. Treatment swung quickly to shock methods with electric currents used instead of chemicals.

The new medicines swing back to a much older approach, that of quieting and soothing the disturbed mind.

Chlorpromazine and Serpasil both are sedatives. In fact, when chlorpromazine was first brought out by Smith, Kline and French of Philadelphia in 1953, its quieting action was noted as a side effect. Interest then was on its ability to stop nausea and vomiting.

However, when Montreal doctors began using it to quiet severely excited mental patients, they found it not only quieted the patients but brought about recovery and sustained absence of symptoms in 13 of 71. In seven cases, patients were able to leave the hospital and in another 27 symptoms were lessened.

Serpasil also was first reported in connection with non-mental disease patients. It was believed valuable for high blood pressure sufferers because of its soothing effect. The soothing quality had a “remarkable” effect on the Modesto Hospital violent patients but in addition the drug showed more remedial effect on the illness itself.

These drugs may not stand the test of time as remedies for mental disease. Some scientists will see more promise in the proposed use of the hormone chemical, seratonin. This is based on the finding that anti-serotonin, chemical antagonists to serotonin, cause mental aberrations that closely mimic serious mental diseases such as schizophrenia.

The cause of such mental disease might, therefore, be lack of serotonin in the brain or a block in the brain’s ability to use it. Giving serotonin or a closely related chemical might remedy the mental sickness by attacking the cause, Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research scientists suggested to the National Academy of Sciences meeting in Washington in April.

A similar approach to the problem of mental sickness comes from research by Boston scientists. They find they can bring on mental aberrations mimicking mental disease by a chemical called dl-lysergic acid, or LSD for short. This chemical could be made in the body by faulty breakdown of adrenalin, hormone poured out by the adrenal glands when a person is faced with danger or in a stressful situation. This may be the link in the long-suspected relation between the adrenal glands, stress and mental disease.

From these many and diverse approaches, the hoped-for chemical cure for insanity may be coming.
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